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 1 

 

 

THE STORY 

 

No One Saw 

 

 

Kasey found Headmaster Beach after his heart attack. 

She stared down at the body.  His sweater was rumpled during daylight hours for 

the first time, exposing a shiny belt buckle connected to a sensible, sturdy leather belt.  

The hands with their fat fingers rested limply on the prim and proper couch that was 

never made to hold a corpse. 

Kasey hated those hands.   

She felt nothing.  Felt empty.  Felt like punching his stupid face that would feel 

nothing. 

Fuck you, Jim. 

She wanted to say it.  But that wouldn't be enough. 

Tears brimmed in her eyes. 

The sight of Mr. Beach’s lips, once warm and clammy, now slightly parted, 

brought her back to hatred. 

Burn in hell.  I hope you're fucking burning in hell right now. 

But no.   

It felt all wrong. 

Her hate was like lust.  It was a little satisfying, but something about it burned in 

her mind and made her want more and more and it would never be enough.  It would eat 

her alive. 
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Bradford, one of the other students, showed up too.  He looked at the body.   

"So he's dead," he said flatly. 

Underneath the cuffs of his plaid PJ pants, Bradford’s toes were curled bone-

white against the carpet. 

 

 

That was all last year.  Probably the worst year of her life so far.  Now it was time 

to start the new school year. 

Kasey Morgan wished she could fall asleep. 

Or die. 

“Goodbye, son,” said her father, hugging her in the curved drive in front of the 

school.  Mr. Morgan’s jaw pressed hard against her forehead.  It was wide and angular. 

She hugged him back, and stared down at his feet.  His shoes crushed some of the 

grass, sending up a summer smell that made her want to bolt and find freedom. 

There was fancy grass here.   

She had forgotten about it over the summer.  It was the kind that was thick and 

hearty, as if the headmaster had looked at grass samples and demanded, “This kind, but 

can you make it bigger?  Maybe a quarter of an inch thick?”  

That seemed like something he would have done. 

“Bye, dad.”  

She didn’t smile or frown.  It was best to keep things that way.  His eyes, dark and 

blue, fixed on her, searching for something. 
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Searching for strength, to see if she would keep her secret—if she could keep her 

secret. 

Or maybe searching for compliance.  Obedience to his wishes. 

The sun shot out from the horizon’s edge, spraying everything with rosy light. 

Kasey watched the car drive away.  It was a Ford Explorer.  Dark metallic brown. 

It got smaller, and she felt bigger. 

She turned to the front edifice of Wyland Preparatory School for Boys. 

Ivy crawled up the old red bricks.  As she mounted the steps to the front door, she 

heard geese honking overhead. 

Kasey stomped up the carpeted stairs, staring at her feet.  They looked funny in 

clunky black shoes again.  Her legs were sheathed in generously baggy slacks.  Her nose 

crumpled into her face as she looked up just in time. 

Run into the wall, Kasey.  Great plan. 

“Oh man!” Some boys on the top floor saw the whole thing, and thought it was 

hilarious.  Something orange hit her in the forehead.  A Cheeto. 

“Hey, quit!”  

This was going to be a long year.   

The boys threw a few more for good measure and then ran away. 

She wiped orange Cheeto dust off her forehead 

She made it to the second floor. 

232.  Same room as last year.   

She shivered a little.  Jim had touched this door handle.  Her hand on it connected 

her with a dead man. 
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She didn’t want contact with the dead.  Not with him. 

“Are you Kasey?” said a boy with dark brown hair. 

“Yeah.” She put her dark musings away. 

“Nice to meet you.  I’m Matt.” 

Her new roommate put out his hand for her to shake, and she rose to the 

challenge.  No sissy girl-handshakes for her.  Not that she ever had shaken hands like a 

girl. 

When she first came here in 8th grade, that was her first rule for acting like a real 

boy: “Shaking hands is a contest.  Assert your dominance.” 

She shook his hand with gusto. 

“Good to meet you, Matt.” 

“Are you new to Wyland?” he asked. 

She smiled.  “No, this is my third year here,” She became suddenly conscious of 

the wealth of knowledge she possessed in comparison to the new meat. 

Matt proceeded to tell her all about himself while they unpacked, although she 

hadn’t really asked.  He was from Texas, a state he was convinced was the best, primarily 

because it wasn’t as cold as this stupid state. 

“I mean, really, Maine shouldn’t be this cold right now,” he said.  “Nowhere 

should be this cold right now.  Except maybe Antarctica.” 

“Uh-huh,” she said, reaching for her copy of Star Trek Academy #8: Starfall.  It 

would go next to Ender’s Game, and all her textbooks for the year. 

 “Everyone back home is pretty sad I moved here,” Matt was saying. 
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“Oh yeah?” She made eye contact with Matt so he wouldn’t know she’d been 

zoned out.  She reached for more books. 

“Yeah, I’m from a small town.” He opened a red tin and started setting up a 

nubby chess board on his desk.  The pieces were hand-carved.  “Yeah, they all really 

liked me, and wanted me to be a good influence on their kids.” 

“Are you a good influence?” she smiled. 

His eyes grew very serious.  “Oh, absolutely.” 

“Well, it’s too bad you had to leave the children back home.” 

“Yup.” 

She set a picture of her family on the desk.  Her father had insisted she bring it.   

Matt came over and looked at it. 

“Your parents, huh?” 

She nodded, paused.  “They really want me to win the headmaster’s scholarship.” 

“Cool.” 

“Yeah.” 

 

 

She reclined on her new bed for a while, staring at a textbook she wasn’t actually 

reading.  Part of her wanted Matt to think she was getting ahead on her homework, and 

the other part of her just wanted to lie down for a bit.  She turned the page every time she 

remembered.  It was good that Matt had been willing to take her old bed.  She wanted to 

stay away from it. 
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He seemed like an interesting kid.  A little queer.  Strange.  Like someone who 

never learned all the ways humans are supposed to act.  But she liked him.  His 

strangeness was endearing. 

He sprawled on his bed—on the bed—and played with a notebook coil. 

She stood up. 

“See ya later.” She didn’t smile. 

Matt smiled but did not look up.  “Bye!” 

She went to the only place she could think of to be alone. 

The community bathroom was tiled with little white hexagons.  They reminded 

Kasey of chipped teeth, slightly discolored with age.  She sat down on a toilet in one of 

the stalls, fully clothed. 

What should she do next?  Study? 

Talk to people? 

She couldn’t move.  Couldn’t decide what she wanted to do.  Now the thoughts 

were coming.   

Bash your head against the wall, Kasey. 

No, no, no. 

She buried her head in her hands. 

I’m angry.  I’m so fucking angry. 

No, don’t swear. 

She lifted her head and stared at her hands.  Veins traced her hands.  What if she 

cut along the gracefully curving lines, maybe with a razor?  She could see the blood 

streaming out in neat ribbons. 
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What is wrong with you? 

Bash your head against the wall. 

No. 

She could feel all her muscles tighten.  She leaned forward, head in her hands 

again, rocked back and forth. 

No, no, no. 

Stop it, Kasey. 

Get out of this stupid bathroom stall and do something else. 

But I can’t move. 

She stared vaguely at the stall door. 

No, no. 

Someone came into the bathroom.  She stood up quickly and flushed the toilet.  

Went out and stood in the hallway.  The roll of green carpet and the identical doors 

extended further than she was willing to look. 

She was a featureless doll in a dollhouse.  No name, no story, no feelings.  Just 

someone, somewhere. 

“Hey, Kasey!” 

It was Bradford.  He was standing in the doorway of room 230, wearing a Wyland 

t-shirt and Spider-man pajama pants. 

Bradford annoyed Kasey sometimes.  He made her feel like a girl again.  He was 

the kind of person that others would follow off a cliff, and have fun the whole way down. 

He was tall too. 

“Hi, Bradford.” She stood up a little.  “We’re still neighbors, huh? 
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“Yeah.  Do you wanna play Risk with us?” He was messing with his hair, which 

appeared to be gelled into spiky oblivion. 

No, I wanna go lay down and die. 

 “Sure.” She felt strength return to her limbs. 

Bradford led her into 230.  Calvin Henderson was sitting on a blanket that said 

WYLAND in big blocky letters.  He looked up at her.   

“Good to see you, Kasey.”  

“Hey, Calvin.” 

She felt herself almost forget that she was supposed to be a boy.   

Stop it, Kasey.  You aren’t allowed to feel this. 

Her eyes flicked over his curly blond hair.  The smile lines around his eyes. 

Stop it. 

It was back to this old struggle. 

Calvin was an old friend. 

No, maybe just an old acquaintance.  They’d known each other since she came to 

Wyland, but never very well. 

She wondered if anyone knew him well. 

She sat down next to him, determined not to be weird.  “You guys still like your 

room?” 

“It’s pretty good,” said Calvin. 

“Good position.  Oh man,” Bradford sat down and grinned.  “I love this game.” 

They had just gotten the board all set up when Matt bounded into the doorway. 

“Guys— Oh, wow, Risk!  —um, there’s a girl downstairs!” 
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Kasey panicked for a second. 

Bradford was on his feet.  Calvin and Kasey joined him and a couple of other 

guys who heard the news too.  They made it to the railing by the stairway and peered 

down into the lobby.   

Sure enough, there was a girl. 

Kasey groaned and turned around to go back.  “Oh, it’s just Emily.” She looked at 

Matt.  “Bradford’s girlfriend.” 

Emily was dressed in a nice black coat, and crying into a crumpled-up tissue.  

One of the teachers was with her. 

Calvin looked at Bradford, concerned.  “Is everything ok?” 

He didn’t answer.  Instead he bounded down the stairs.  When he reached Emily, 

she put out her arms to him, and he embraced her.  Kasey couldn’t hear what they said. 

“Nothing to see here, boys!” called Mr. Duffy, finally noticing the crowd. 

Since she was crying, everyone seemed to decide that they really ought to go back 

to their rooms. 

“I wonder what’s wrong.” Calvin was looking at her. 

“I don’t know,” Kasey offered obviously. 

“I’m sure we’ll find out eventually.  Maybe we should go play Risk?  I can take 

Brad’s spot.” Matt grinned at them. 

When it became clear that Bradford wouldn’t be coming soon, they went back 

upstairs. 
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Kasey said good night to everyone early and headed to bed.  She wanted to go to 

bed while Matt was still up so she could undress in privacy.   

Puberty had been merciful to her so far, in light of her need for apparent 

maleness.  Arrayed in male clothing, she looked like a gangly late-bloomer.  As her real 

self, she was the most gamin girl in existence.  She pulled an oversized t-shirt on.  Her 

slacks slid off, and she put on her pajama pants.   

Inside her room, she was a girl again. 

She ran her fingers through her hair.  Short, spiky, and dirty blond. 

“Lights out, boys!  It’s 11:30!” 

She didn’t recognize this teacher’s voice.  Must be a new guy. 

She stared at the ceiling.  It was pitch black. 

She stared at the darkness.  It seemed to stir, like angry clouds. 

She stared at nothing, holding her body still. 

The air rushed in through the vents.  The room grew lighter as her eyes adjusted. 

She rolled over and reached for the blinds, but stopped short when she heard the 

door.  Matt was back.  Back under the covers, she lay frozen while he got ready for bed.  

Forcing herself into stillness, into the façade of sleep, she drifted off. 

 

 

Kasey woke up abruptly, without any warning to her blank consciousness.  The 

red light of the alarm clock struck her eyes as she rolled over.  So bright, and yet it didn’t 

illuminate anything. 

It was 2:00. 
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This had happened before. 

Then, there had been footsteps in the hallway.  A noise to wake her.  Now it was 

just memories. 

Something about the footsteps had struck her as strange.  Like they were taken 

with excessive care. 

Maybe the person had tripped.  The halls were dark at night. 

She had waited till the footsteps had faded, then slipped out of bed.  It was 

mysterious, to say the least.  Something Nancy Drew would investigate. 

There had been someone wandering the halls.  Prowling for victims, probably. 

She had often wondered if there were others. 

The headmaster had always come when her roommate was gone for the night, off 

at his debate competitions. 

On that particular night, Kasey had actually stepped out into the hall.  After the 

darkness of her room, she could see fairly well.  She had moved rapidly down the 

corridor, her bare feet padding silently against the thick carpet. 

The red glow of the exit sign at the end of the hall crept toward her like some 

satanic force.  She was afraid, in the darkness, with only the red light, but she hadn’t 

turned back. 

As she rounded the corner, she saw him.   

Something about the figure seemed off. 

He had been right next to the door of one of the rooms, opening it silently.  And 

then, the figure turned his head, and Kasey bolted. 

 She knew now who the figure was and what he was doing. 
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Headmaster Beach would never see her again.  Not in the hallway, not in the 

room. 

He was dead.   

And Kasey was alive.   

And sometimes she wished she wasn’t. 

 

 

 The next morning Matt had to wake her up because she had forgotten to set her 

alarm. 

 “Get up, lazybones!” he said cheerfully.  “The golden sun is shining, and the 

world is awake and alive.  Join—” 

 She groaned and swatted his hand from her shoulder.  “Stop it,” she mumbled. 

Breakfast was in the Great Hall.  Matt and she sat down at one of the long tables 

next to Calvin and a few other boys she didn’t recognize. 

“This isn’t crunchy enough,” said Bradford, sitting down with his mouth full of 

bacon. 

Everyone laughed, and Kasey felt herself really smiling. 

“Tastes fine to me,” Matt grinned. 

Calvin laughed as Bradford ate more bacon. 

“Hey, Brad,” Matt nudged him, “is everything all right with your sister?” 

“Dude, she’s my girlfriend,” said Bradford. 

“Oh, got it.” Matt nodded.  “How’d you get her to date you?” 

“We were friends, and I asked her out.” 
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Matt still looked thoughtful.  He turned to the rest of the guys.  “Can you guys 

confirm that she’s not really Brad’s sister?” He started to giggle.  “Because I’m having a 

hard time believing anyone would agree to date him.” 

Bradford laughed and punched him in the arm.  “Shut up, Matt.” 

 

 

“Good morning, class.  As you all know, our headmaster and my dear friend Mr. 

Beach passed away last year.” Mr. Duffy appeared to be tearing up a little.  “I will be 

taking his place teaching geometry.” 

He stared into space for a moment. 

“Open your textbooks to the first lesson: axioms.” 

The class opened their books and began taking notes. 

Mr. Duffy walked in front of the green chalkboard and picked up a piece of 

stubby chalk.  His white hair had been neatly combed and his tweed coat well-pressed. 

1.  A straight line… 

Kasey grimaced at the sound of the chalk on the board. 

…may be drawn between… 

Bradford had sat next to her.  She turned to see if the noise was bothering him too, 

but he was writing in his notebook.  Doodling superheroes. 

…any two poins. 

Mr. Duffy stepped back a second to read his handiwork and caught his 

misspelling.  He took up the eraser and erased the offending word.  His arm moved back 
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and forth in the x-dimension and shook the rest of his body back and forth.  Especially his 

rear end.   

Some of the guys laughed. 

Mr. Duffy looked back at the class in bewilderment, then silently continued to the 

second axiom. 

 

“Oh man, I already have so much homework,” Bradford groaned.  He was 

wearing his Spiderman pants again. 

“At least you don’t have a paper due tomorrow, Brad,” Matt said, chucking a pen 

at Bradford’s head. 

“Ow!” 

“How long is your paper supposed to be?” Calvin asked. 

“One page.” 

“One page?” Bradford exclaimed.  “That’s all?” 

“Well, it’s still a paper,” Matt said sullenly. 

Kasey stared at her books.  It was going to be impossible to focus. 

She spoke.  “Hey, guys?  Do you wanna go down to the basement?” 

“What’s in the basement?” asked Matt. 

“There’s a pool table and some other stuff.” 

“Yeah, let’s take a break.” 

She set her stuff on Bradford’s bed and stood up. 
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Matt and Bradford walked out ahead of her.  Calvin was taking a while to get 

ready.  His polo was a bright shade of blue.  Blue like his eyes.  Blue that set off the 

honey tones of his long arms. 

Kasey turned away for a moment. 

She slowed down a little, and they fell into step together. 

“So,” she said, “where were you for the summer?” 

“New Hampshire.  In Manchester.” 

“At your house?” 

He nodded. 

“Were your siblings at home?” 

“Yeah.” He didn’t meet her eyes. 

Ugh.  Was she being visibly weird around him? 

She ran her hand along the rail to keep herself anchored to the real world. 

“Cool.” 

She retreated into the safety of silence. 

The basement was dim, with brassy light coming from dinted fixtures that hung 

slightly off-kilter. 

Matt ran over to the pool table. 

“Where are the balls?” 

In answer, Calvin reached into one of the pockets and started rolling the balls to 

the end of the table.  They all joined and then stared down at their handiwork. 

“It’s 9:30, boys!  Be upstairs by 11:00!” Mr. Duffy called down from the ground 

level doorway. 
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“Yes, sir,” they called back. 

“So how do you do this?” Matt whispered to her. 

“Hit the white ball to get the balls into the pockets.  You’ll be aiming for the solid 

ones or stripes.” She clapped him on the back.  “Don’t worry; it’s pretty straightforward.” 

“Let’s split into teams,” said Calvin. 

“Y’all mind if I break?” Bradford asked. 

 Matt looked at him and shrugged. 

 Calvin turned to Kasey, and she shrugged too. 

 “Go for it.  Let’s be on a team?” Calvin said.  He looked across the table at Kasey. 

 “Sure.”  

 The balls scattered, and Bradford circled the table.  They moved out of his way. 

 He went for the thirteen, but missed.  He grinned at Kasey. 

“Do you want to go next?” He held the cue out to her. 

She smiled and took it.  “Sure.” 

She pushed her hair back savagely.  Her shot was lined up.  Four, corner pocket.  

She let the cue slip through her fingers and hit the ball just right.  It tipped right into the 

pocket. 

She missed the next one, and Matt was up.   

  

Matt’s bed was still unmade and rumpled.   

 At least Kasey’s side of the room was orderly.   

She traced the spine of The Outsiders. 

Ponyboy had long been her friend.  Dark and bewildered, but still gold. 
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Robert Frost’s poem held a grain of lovely truth, and she let it anoint her heart for 

a moment. 

She looked at the cover.  Ponyboy, Darry, Soda—so many characters that were 

hurting.  She had sometimes pretended they were real, held them, whispered to them that 

it would be ok. 

She put the book back. 

Ender was the same in some ways.  A child forced to fight a war.  Small and 

unprotected. 

She tugged at her copy of The Return of the King, and thumbed through it. 

Its pages smelled old and crisp and safe. 

“Your words are poison,” she murmured, imagining that she was Eowyn, lied to 

by Grima Wormtongue. 

And held one day by Faramir.  Loved and clothed in beauty. 

She laid down on her bed, her arm slung above her head, fingers in her hair. 

If Eowyn were real, were here, she would be angry. 

She would cradle Kasey in her arms, a sister, wounded and abused.  Saying, “It’s 

alright, dear one.  It will be alright.” 

Kasey ran her own fingers through her short hair, whispering Eowyn’s words to 

herself. 

“It’s alright.  You’re alright.” 

Tears crept onto her cheeks, and she pulled her hand away, wrapped her arms 

around herself, and buried her face in her pillow.  No one but herself was going to say it 

would be ok. 
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Kasey had a nightmare that night.  She knew it was a dream somehow, but it was 

still real. 

Her dream-self woke up, and everything was black. 

Everything was black and all she knew was there was a hand on her mouth, 

covering her mouth and her nose a little bit, and there was another hand, fumbling over 

her body, fumbling over the blankets. 

There was a hand on her mouth.   

It felt kind of papery.  Wrinkly.  Horribly warm. 

His other hand had managed to reach her skin.  He was reaching down her pants, 

and it hurt. 

She opened her mouth wide and bit down hard, catching the side of his palm, 

catching a ring on his little finger. 

There was a cry and a muffled curse. 

No.  It was not so impersonal as that. 

The man in her room cried out and let out a muffled curse.  She couldn’t see him 

really, but she knew he was a man.   

She felt more aware now. 

Adrenaline had flooded her body, and it felt like everything in her was flailing. 

Fear was threatening to render her mute. 

“I have a knife!” she managed to choke out.  It was a lie. 
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“You bitch!” He slapped her and reached for her neck.  There was nowhere to 

run.  She felt his thick fingers close around her throat, and suddenly she could see him. 

The lamp had been switched on. 

The Headmaster. 

His hand was still at her throat.  They stared at each other for an eternity.  Kasey 

forced herself to be quiet even though she wanted to cough. 

“So,” His voice was gruff, “You’re a girl.” 

The silence weighed heavy. 

“Do you want to stay at this school?” 

She said nothing, frozen in his grasp.  Her eyes searched the room wildly, looking 

for an escape. 

“Answer me.”  

His grip tightened, and Kasey struggled to nod. 

“Then you won’t tell anyone about this.” He let go of her. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Her voice sounded hoarse. 

He put his hand against her cheek.  She flinched, fearing that he would choke her 

again, but this time he caressed her face. 

“You don’t have to call me ‘sir,’ Kasey.  Call me Jim.” 
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She woke with a jerk, finally free of the paralysis of sleep. 

“Go away!” she called, and her words sounded small in the dark.  “Go a-WAY!  

Go away…” She was shaking and crying and her hand couldn’t seem to work the stupid 

switch on her lamp.  It finally turned on, and she could see that there was no one else 

there. 

It wasn’t real. 

Just a bad dream. 

No. 

Real. 

It was real, but tonight it had just been a dream. 

Kasey, he’s dead.  He’ll never hurt you again. 

She stared at her door, tears still running down her face, still repeating “go away” 

to herself.  She didn’t want to stop saying it. 

Someone knocked at the door. 

“Hey, is everything ok?” 

It was Calvin. 

She wasn’t prepared to explain what had happened.  But Calvin, beautiful and 

strong and caring was here. 

Her attraction to him collided with her fear.  Would he try to hurt her too? 

“Kasey?” 

 The door swung open, revealing Calvin and Bradford. 

“Are you all right?” Calvin stepped inside, keeping to the weird, shaggy rug Matt 

had laid down by the entrance.  Bradford looked in from behind him. 
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There was safety, perhaps, in the presence of two. 

“Yeah.  I’m ok.  It was a nightmare.” She sniffed and reached for the tissues next 

to her bed.  It was 3:30 in the morning now. 

Of course, they wouldn’t hurt her, she realized.  The darkness and unreality of the 

dream seemed impossible in the soft and un-lonely light of the scene before her. 

But it had happened. 

Bradford looked at her, looked at Calvin, then yawned.  His hair was weirdly 

crumpled, and for a moment, it was all her brain was contemplating. 

He didn’t wash the gel out of his hair tonight, she realized. 

“Well, I’m going to go to bed, if you’re alright,” Bradford was saying. 

“That’s fine.” She forced a smile.  “I’m good.” She didn’t know how she felt, 

much less how to communicate it.  Relief and fear and anger swirled. 

Calvin watched him go.  His face was lit dramatically in the sparse light of the 

small lamp.  Dark shadows grew from behind his ears onto the wall. 

“You had a nightmare, Kasey?” He looked at her, and she could see real concern 

and doubt in his eyes. 

“Sort of.” Her voice was barely a whisper.  She sounded afraid, but she wasn’t 

sure if she was anymore.  Wasn’t sure what she felt. 

Tears started forcing themselves out.  She considered them, detached.  Why was 

she crying?   

Oh yeah. 

Calvin walked toward her cautiously, and sat down on the end of her bed.  He 

didn’t look so grotesque now that he was closer. 
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“Sorry, I didn’t hear what you said.” 

She took a deep breath.  “It’s ok.  It was just a bad dream.” She looked down at 

her lap.  If she told, they might examine her.  She could see it now.  Her secret out.  She 

could see herself being kicked out of Wyland.  Her parents angry that she had given 

everything up. 

She shuddered. 

Calvin wasn’t saying anything.  He just waited.   

She looked up at him. 

He will never want you. 

She could feel the words pounding in her head. 

A wave of cold shame filled her body. 

She played with the fringe on her bedspread.  “It’s really ok.” 

She grimaced, listening to the silence, hearing her own words echo in her mind. 

It’s really ok.  Ok.  Ok. 

“Ok.” A sympathetic smile stained his mouth.  “I hope you’re able to get to 

sleep.” 

And he left.  She was alone again. 

No, no, no, no… 

“No, no, no, no, no…” Her lips formed the word again and again, like a 

whispered charm. 
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She woke up lying on her back.  Her lamp was still on.  And her alarm was going 

off.  She smacked the snooze button and sat up, twisting herself free of the covers and out 

of bed.  She gagged a little. 

Don’t think about throwing up.  It won’t make anything any better. 

“Head downstairs for breakfast, boys!” 

They were having eggs, potatoes, and sausage for breakfast. 

Sunlight from the courtyard windows flashed in her eyes as she walked from the 

breakfast line to the table.  The only open spot in our group was next to Calvin, and she 

groaned inwardly.  She wanted to get away from last night, keep Calvin away from 

everything that happened with the headmaster. 

But he was there.  And he had seen her in her panic. 

Stop thinking about it.  Act normal. 

She tried to laugh at the jokes Bradford was telling, but contorting her face into a 

smile felt like lifting fifty pounds. 

“Does anyone want more food?” Bradford asked after he finished his plate.  His 

polo radiated red as the sunlight bounced off it. 

“No, thanks,” she muttered. 

Everything tasted gross today. 

 

 

Mr. Sandridge looked over at Kasey and Calvin and smiled.  He was wearing an 

ugly orange sweater vest, which matched his hair. 

“Good morning, boys.” 
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“Morning, Mr. Sandridge.” She attempted a smile back. 

They took their seats. 

“Alright, it’s 7:30, so let’s go ahead and turn to line 8.  Let’s all say this line 

together with the correct cadence: MU-sa, mi-HI CAU-SAS memo-RA, QUO NU-mine 

LAE-SO…” 

Kasey mumbled it along with everyone. 

Her next class was English.   

She sat down next to Bradford. 

“Hey, how’s it going?” She attempted a careless smile. 

“Fine.” Bradford bobbed his head in an enthusiastic nod. 

“Cool.” She reached for her notebook but smacked her head on the edge of the 

desk. 

“Ow!” 

She cradled her forehead in one hand and squeezed her eyes shut. 

“How are you doing?” Bradford had turned to face her, as if suddenly struck with 

the question. 

“What?” She feigned disorientation.  She was a little disoriented anyways. 

“How are you?” 

She let her hand slide down a little from her forehead to eclipse his face.  “Uh, 

fine.” 

Bradford nodded. 

She dropped her hand from her face and rested it on the desk. 
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“All right, class, let’s get started.” The teacher turned to the board and pointed at 

something he had written. 

 

 

Later that day, Kasey sat in her room.  Her room had been clean just the other 

day, but it had only taken two days to get messy beyond repair.   

It’ll probably stay like this, she thought.  But she didn’t have time to clean.  

Homework beckoned.  Her copy of The Scarlet Letter was old and worn.  It looked 

friendly. 

A throng of bearded men, in sad-colored garments and gray, steeple-

crowned hats, intermixed with women, some wearing hoods, and others 

bareheaded, was assembled in front of a wooden edifice, the door of which was 

heavily timbered with oak, and studded with iron spikes. 

Maybe not so friendly.  What the heck was up with old books being so 

depressing?  Didn’t people used to read for fun? 

 She flipped through to find the end of chapter three.  Page 39.  Only 38 pages to 

go.  She stolidly turned to the next page, and stared at it until she fell asleep. 

 

 

She came out of the haze of sleep vaguely aware that someone was muttering 

something.  She shut her eyes at first, but as she became more alert, fear urged her to 

wake up and figure out what was going on.  She sat up quickly, almost holding her breath 

in an effort to be silent.  The muttering was coming from Matt. 
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Just Matt. 

He was sitting on his bed, hunched over two knitting needles and a web of bright 

orange yarn.  Intent on his next stitch, he fell silent for a moment.  Without looking up, he 

said, “Good morning, Kasey.” 

“It’s three o’clock,” she said, relieved after glancing at her clock and seeing that 

she’d only been asleep for a few hours.  She should have realized that with the warm light 

coming through the windows anyhow. 

“Eh-yup,” Matt drawled, nodding at his needlework as though its being three 

o’clock was not inconsistent with his greeting. 

Orange fabric cascaded down from the needles. 

“What are you making?” she asked, sliding off her bed.  She turned to straighten 

the quilt. 

“Scarf.” 

“Cool.” Kasey stared down at her wrinkled polo in dismay.  Sleeping in her 

clothes may not have been the best decision. 

“Hey, Kasey, how ya doing?” Bradford knocked on the half-open door. 

“Oh, hi, Bradford.” She grinned disarmingly. 

He grinned back and leaned against the doorframe. 

“Making a scarf, huh, Matt?” 

“Eh-yup.” 

“Well, I just wanted to tell you guys that something cool is going down tonight, at 

midnight, me and Calvin’s room.  Be there.” 

“Ok,” Kasey said. 
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 “Sounds good, Brad!” Matt called after him. 

Kasey sat and watched Matt knit for a few minutes. 

“I used to knit,” she said finally.  It seemed ok to admit that, since knitting was 

apparently ok for boys now. 

“Qué bueno,” he said, with the worst Spanish accent she’d ever heard. 

She didn’t really know what to say to that. 

He kept knitting. 

“Oh, dropped a stitch.” His mouth twisted to the side, then relaxed.  His brow 

furrowed and he looked intently at the offending loop.  Then, with one swift motion, he 

pulled the scarf off the needles and started unraveling. 

“That’s part of why I quit,” Kasey laughed.  “I hate having to start over.  Like, 

there are so many stitches and just one mistake can mess everything up.” 

Matt didn’t say anything.  He continued pulling at the string. 

“I used to cry about it, when I was a little kid.  My mom wanted me to learn, you 

know.  And then I would drop a stitch or knit together where I wasn’t supposed to and I 

would just freak out.” 

He started putting the remainder of the scarf back on one of the needles, and put 

the other needle in his mouth.  “You don’t have to start over completely,” he said, the 

needle clenched between his teeth.  “That’s why you just need to suck it up and deal with 

it.  You can actually get things done.  That’s my philosophy on feelings.” 

“Yeah,” she said. 
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The boys went to the basement to study, but ended up playing pool instead. 

Matt accidentally whacked one of the lights with his stick just as Mr. Sandridge 

came downstairs.  The light flashed crazily. 

“Whoa, what is going on here?” He looked stern, but hardly frightening. 

Bradford grabbed the light and steadied it.  “Sorry, sir.  We were just playing 

pool.” 

Matt lowered his pool cue sheepishly. 

Mr. Sandridge laughed.  “I see.” 

The boys stared at him for a moment, unsure of what to do next. 

“You can keep playing.  If you don’t mind, I’d like to join next round.”  

“No problem,” said Calvin. 

Mr. Sandridge proved to be pretty good at pool, and Kasey was glad he was on 

her team. 

“Eight ball, side pocket,” he declared, raking his disheveled red hair back from his 

eyes.   

“Beautiful,” Calvin said under his breath. 

“Nice shot, Mr. Sandridge!” Bradford whistled. 

“Thanks.” He smiled.  “You know, you guys can probably just call me by my first 

name when we’re not in class.  I’m Ken.” 

Kasey’s stomach turned, but she smiled anyway. 

“Nice to meet you, Ken.  I’m Bradford.” Brad shook his hand in mock 

seriousness. 
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“Nice to meet you.” Mr. Sandridge smiled, then wiped his palm on his sweater 

vest.  “Man, it’s warm down here.  Not that your hand is sweaty!  But mine is.” 

“Maybe that’s because you’re wearing a sweater, Ken,” Matt chirped.  “What’s 

the use of a sweater vest anyway?  Is there ever a time when your torso is cold and your 

arms are not?” 

“You know, that’s a good question.” 

“Time to sleep, boys!” It was Mr. Duffy.  “Oh, Ken!  I didn’t see you there.” 

Mr. Sandridge waved at him.  “Hi, Todd.  Yeah, fellas, we should head to bed.” 

Kasey and the boys filed up the stairs. 

“Remember, midnight.  Meet at my room.  And wear shoes,” Bradford whispered. 

Kasey looked at Calvin for some hint of what was going down.  He shrugged and 

followed Bradford into their room. 

 

 

At 11:30, the hall lights were switched off.  Matt and Kasey stared at their alarm 

clocks, willing them to say 12:00.  Kasey felt like she should talk to Matt, since they 

were both awake, but the darkness gave her permission to be silent.  Besides, for the first 

hour after lights out, the teachers might come in and yell at you if you were up talking. 

Midnight finally arrived.  She sat up.  The moonlight was back and she could see 

Matt sitting up too.  They nodded to each other and crept out of the room together. 

Matt knocked quietly.  Bradford opened the door and motioned them to come in.  

He shut the door behind them quickly, and Calvin turned the lamp on. 

“So, what’s going on?” Matt asked.  He had a lazy air about him. 
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“Yeah!” Kasey grinned and danced in place like a boxer.  “What are we doing?” 

“That’s an excellent question,” Calvin said quietly. 

Bradford smiled slyly at them, and his eyes were lively.   

“I brought rope to school this year.” 

“How do you know it will hold you?” Calvin asked. 

“I’m confused,” Matt said. 

“It will hold me.  I already tested it before you got here, Cal.  Advantages of 

moving in early,” he winked.  “So, who’s in?” 

“For what?” 

“Jailbreak.  Getting out of the school for the night.” 

Kasey stepped forward.  It didn’t even matter what this was for.  “I’m down.” 

“Me too,” said Matt. 

Calvin thought for a second, then nodded. 

“So,” Matt said, “where’s the rope?” 

Bradford was already out the window. 

“The roof of the main hall is only three feet from our window,” said Calvin, 

climbing out the window too.  “He’s probably got it tied to the tree.” 

“Where to now?” Kasey asked once Calvin and Matt had made it down. 

“I was thinking we could make it over to Crofton.” Bradford smirked. 

“Oh, come on, Bradford!” said Kasey.  His real purpose was becoming clear. 

“What’s Crofton?” Matt asked. 

“His girlfriend goes there,” Kasey said, turning to him. 

“It’s not far, guys.  Come on.” 
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Calvin looked at her helplessly. 

Kasey shrugged.  “We might as well.” 

Matt jogged to keep up with the group as they headed to the road.  “So Crofton is 

a girls’ boarding school?” 

“Yeah.  We do events together sometimes.” 

“Are the girls cute?” 

Kasey paused.  “I mean, sure.” 

“What?  Are they ugly?” 

“Car!” Bradford called out, and they all scattered until they realized the sensible 

thing to do was to drop out of sight in the ditch on the side of the road.  Thankfully, 

Bradford had seen the car on the curve a ways away.  Kasey thought she felt a bit of 

water seeping into her sweatpants, but she stayed put until Bradford rose. 

“Alright.  We’re close!” 

Crofton looked pretty similar to Wyland, but it had pink flowers in the front.  

Vines trailed up the grey stone. 

“Her room is on this side!” Bradford called out. 

“What now?” Kasey asked. 

Bradford stooped to gather pebbles from the garden.  “I’m gonna call her.” 

“With rocks,” he added. 

The guys laughed. 

The window that Bradford hit was dark.  The next pebble hit its target again, and 

the boys stood back to wait. 

Nothing. 
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Bradford threw more pebbles. 

Still nothing. 

He threw a few more, and called out, “Emily!” in a whisper that grew louder with 

each repetition till the others had to shush him. 

“Maybe she’s a really heavy sleeper,” Matt offered. 

“Yeah,” Bradford frowned. 

 “Were you calling me?” 

The voice came from behind them.  A girl, presumably Emily, had emerged from 

the garden that lay behind the school.  She was wearing a dark t-shirt, and pajama pants 

underneath.  Make-up or paint was smeared over her face.  Dark eyeshadow or 

something. 

“Whoa, there!” Matt said.  “Ya got some stuff on your face.” 

“Thanks,” Emily said sarcastically.  “Come on, and keep quiet.” 

Kasey took off after Emily before anyone agreed to her suggestion. 

“What are you doing?” Calvin whispered. 

“C’mon, it’ll be fun!  There’s a freaking lot of gnomes,” she called over her 

shoulder. 

Whoever had designed the garden or kept it up evidently had a passion for garden 

gnomes.  They squatted by tiny bushes and loomed by trees and flowers. 

Emily led them to the middle of the garden, where bushes and lattices formed a 

sort of room.   

There were girls inside.  Maybe ten or so, all with the same weird makeup 

smudged on their faces. 
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They looked up silently, marked faces turning in unison.  Kasey felt a strange 

sensation in her stomach.  Back amongst her own kind. 

But of course they didn’t know. 

The boys crowded together, trying to fit through the archway. 

Kasey stood behind them, frozen momentarily. 

“One at a time, boys!” she called.  “You don’t all have to arrive simultaneously.” 

The girls laughed. 

Bradford brushed a leaf out of his hair, finally free of the mob.  He wrapped his 

arms around Emily and picked her up off the ground. 

Kasey frowned. 

 “Hey, Em.  It’s good to see you.” 

“Whoa there, Bradford,” Emily said weakly, but she laughed. 

“So,” one of the girls said.  She had a mass of curly hair that had been savagely 

wrapped into a bun.  “This is Brad-ford?” She said his name with a British accent. 

“Brad!” Matt said, helpfully.  “And I’m Matt.” 

“Hi Matt,” came the response, chimed in unison and followed by a stream of 

giggles.   

They think he’s cute.   

And he was, Kasey realized. 

“What are you guys doing?” Kasey asked, surveying the dark faces. 

“Murder in the dark,” said the girl with curly hair. 

“Like, actual murder, or…?” Kasey smirked. 
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“It’s a game,” Emily said.  “Do you guys want to play?  We can give you face 

camo.” 

“Sure!” Bradford and Matt chimed. 

“I’ve got some!” One of the girls ran up to Matt and started smearing dark goop 

on him. 

The girl with curly hair walked up to Calvin.  “I can put it on you if you want.” 

“Oh, thanks.”  

He didn’t really look like he wanted her to. 

“I’m Erica.” She ran her fingers across his forehead and looked up at him in a 

way that Kasey did not appreciate. 

“I’m Calvin.” 

Erica spread the makeup on his face in silence for a few moments.   

Kasey stood at Cal’s side awkwardly.  She couldn’t even be rivals with this girl.  

She was just Calvin’s friend.  His guy friend. 

“You don’t talk much, do you, Calvin?” 

Oh, shut up.  Kasey rolled her eyes.  Leave him alone, she-demon. 

“Not really.” 

“Erica!” 

Emily was calling her. 

“Coming!” She turned back to Calvin.   

Ignoring me, Kasey noted.   

“Gotta go.” Erica shoved the little compact into Calvin’s hands. 
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“I can finish it, if you want, Cal,” Kasey said.  He was watching Erica leave with 

an expression she couldn’t read. 

“Sure.” 

Kasey avoided his eyes.  She didn’t want to seem eager to touch him.  Even 

though she might be.   

You can’t help it, Kase.  But you can help what you show. 

His face was soft. 

She handed him the compact when she was done. 

“Do you want me to do your face?” 

YES. 

“Sure.” 

Was he being gentle for a reason?  Was he even being gentle? 

Not really, she realized.  There wasn’t anything remarkable about what he was 

doing.  She stood still as his fingers passed over her face.  He couldn’t have any idea all 

the ways that this interested her.  She wanted to stand there for hours and let him touch 

her face till the sun rose. 

“Alright.  You’re done.” 

“Thanks.” 

The game started, and Kasey left Cal.  She needed to collect her feelings. 

She caught sight of Erica. 

What was she doing? 

Erica bumped into Cal. 

Kasey wondered if he could tell what she was trying to do. 
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Erica walked away. 

Kasey stared for a few moments.  Then, Cal fell over. 

So Erica was the murderer. 

She bumped into another girl, and soon she was on the ground too. 

Kasey remembered her voice and called out, “Murder in the dark!” 

Everyone panicked, but ended up finding the bodies. 

“Alright,” said Emily, “Did anyone see anything?” 

Erica looked around, as though trying to discover the murderer. 

Kasey was standing next to Cal’s murdered (but not lifeless) body.  He was 

looking at Erica. 

Not obviously, but Kasey could tell. 

“I saw,” she said.  “It was Erica.  She bumped into Calvin, and then she bumped 

into her—sorry, I don’t know your name.” 

“Sarah.” 

“Into Sarah.” 

Matt spoke up, “I don’t think it’s Erica.  I’m pretty sure I saw Brad next to both of 

them.” 

“What?  No, man, you’re making that up.”  Bradford was agitated and animated. 

You idiot. 

“Methinks he doth protest too much!” Matt crowed. 

“No, it wasn’t me!  I swear!” 

“Sure, Brad.” Erica laughed. 
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“I definitely actually saw Erica murder Calvin and Sarah!” But no one was 

listening to Kasey.   

Emily instigated a vote, and Bradford was executed. 

“Alright.  Are you the murderer?” she asked. 

“No!  I told you!” 

Kasey groaned. 

As the game resumed, Kasey turned a corner and found herself face to face with 

Erica.  A gnome crouched in the background and smiled impishly at her. 

Erica jabbed a finger gun against Kasey’s stomach. 

Kasey froze. 

“Bang,” Erica whispered, and Kasey could see the satisfaction in her stupid green 

eyes. 

Her hand went to her stomach. 

It’s time to die. 

She collapsed. 

But this time, someone had seen Erica. 

It was time to go home.  As they ran back, Kasey wondered what Matt saw in 

Erica, and whether Calvin could see through her. 

 

 

Classes blended together the next day.   

Kasey deposited her books on her desk. 
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Matt wasn’t back yet.  The door was closed, and she looked at the cream-colored 

wall.  The tension in her face ebbed away.  She had been holding a small smile and 

hadn’t even realized it. 

She sank down onto the bed and pulled out her notebook, words swirling in her 

mind.  Pen set against paper. 

“It’s hard to know what’s real when you can’t show it to anyone else.  Will you 

even remember to show it to yourself?” 

She paused and turned the page. 

 

Iron, Like Death 

It feels like my heart 

Has turned cold. 

My blood has shuddered to iron, 

And metal, cold and dead, 

Webs through my whole body, 

Weighing down my arms, 

My legs, my head. 

Maybe it’s not iron, like death. 

Maybe it’s just death. 

 

Someone knocked on her door. 

"Hey, Kasey.” It was Calvin. 

“Come in!” 
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“You write poetry?” He gestured at her notebook. 

She wanted to close it, but something held her back.  Half of her wanted to hide 

this from him.  But she also wanted him to see it.  Wanted him to ask about it. 

She nodded.  “It’s a way to capture things.  You use the best words and fewest, 

and then you have it in your notebook.  Like a sketch of something.” 

“Huh,” he looked thoughtfully at the page.  “What are you trying to capture with 

this one?” 

How I feel right now. 

“I guess how I feel sometimes.  It might be a little much.  Overdramatic.” 

He didn’t really respond, just looked at the poem where she had moved to let him 

see it. 

“I might go back and fix it later.” 

He finished reading and looked at her.  “It’s a good poem.” 

She felt happy then, but the happiness was tinged with pain.  “Thanks.” 

 

 

That evening, Kasey sat in the basement, watching Matt and Calvin play pool. 

Calvin leaned over the table to reach a long shot, and Kasey found her eyes fixed 

on his face.  He took the shot with an unnerving amount of concentration. 

Matt stood nearby and chattered the whole while. 

“Yes!  I creamed you, man!” Bradford shouted exultantly from the foosball table. 

Kasey looked back at the pool table.  It was Matt’s turn, and Cal was helping him 

figure out how to sink his ball. 
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“Shoot from here,” he said.  “See, the ball will hit the wall here and then bounce 

back into the pocket.” 

He’s beautiful, she thought to herself.  And looking at him there, she wanted to 

sketch him.  Capture a true likeness and keep it. 

How to describe him?   

She opened her notebook, wrote, “Calvin,” and stared at his name.  She looked 

back up, and set to writing. 

 

Calvin 

Your eyes 

Sea cold watercolors swirling round 

Take in more than they see. 

Meeting pain or love 

Drops of dark blue 

And honeyed pink 

Join the work. 

Depth and beauty, 

Meek and subtle. 

O Watcher, 

You will be seen. 

O Lover, 

You will be loved. 
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She went back and crossed out the part about love.  It seemed too much to say, 

even if he didn’t know about it. 

The foosball players, evidently finished now, drifted toward the pool table.  

Bradford extended his arms and leaned against the table.  It was a gesture that 

demonstrated, if not dominance of others, then at least some level of dominance.  Maybe 

that he owned this space in part. 

Two can play at that game, thought Kasey. 

She set her notebook down and strode to the table.  She stood next to Mike, 

Bradford’s previous foosball opponent. 

“So I heard that you went to Crofton last night, Bradford,” Mike was saying. 

“Who told you that?” Bradford smiled, still watching the game. 

Mike shrugged.  “So, uh, did you hit a homerun?” 

Bradford stepped back and looked at him with some confusion.  “What are you 

talking about?” 

“Like, did you make it to third base?” 

Kasey frowned. 

“That metaphor doesn’t even make any sense—” Matt interjected. 

Bradford shook his head.  “What the heck, Mike?  Leave me alone.” 

“Gonna stay a virgin, huh, Bradford?” Mike smirked. 

Bradford stared at him, his jaw set. 

Matt almost said something, but Cal caught his eye and shook his head. 

Kasey looked at Bradford. 

“I’m not a virgin, Mike.” 
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“Sure you’re not,” Mike laughed. 

Kasey jogged Mike’s shoulder.  “Leave him alone, man.” 

“Oh, no,” he joked, “I totally believe him.  He’s not a virgin.” 

Bradford grabbed Mike by his other shoulder and turned him around to face him.  

“Yeah, Mike, I’m not.”  

He shoved Mike backwards and stalked out of the room. 

Mike scoffed and watched Bradford leave.  Then he turned back to the other guys.  

“What the hell?” 

“You should have left him alone, Mike,” said Calvin, staring down the pool cue at 

the eleven.  He made his shot. 

Mike muttered something and left. 

Calvin circled the table, then moved on, apparently deciding on another ball. 

Kasey stood at the edge of the table, a little shaken.  Bradford’s anger and 

violence scared her, even though it seemed fair. 

Matt was chalking his pool cue. 

“Can I ask you guys for some advice?” he said. 

“Sure,” said Calvin.  He missed his shot and stood back from the table. 

Kasey nodded. 

“So… if I liked one of the Crofton girls, what should I do?” 

Kasey leaned forward, excited suddenly.  “Wait, who?” 

“Erica.” He seemed perfectly content to release such valuable information. 

“Erica??” Kasey shook her head. 

“What do you think you should do?” Cal asked. 
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“I want to ask her out.  But I’m not sure how.” 

“Should you be in a relationship your first year at Wyland?  With someone you 

just met?” 

“With Erica?” Kasey interjected. 

Matt frowned.  “I really like her.” 

Kasey mouthed “I really like her” with no small amount of mockery. 

Calvin shot her a look.  “I’m not saying you shouldn’t like Erica, just that maybe 

you should think about it a little more.  Give it some more time.” 

Kasey looked at Calvin as he said this.  It occurred to her: maybe Erica wouldn’t 

be so bad if she left Cal alone. 

Besides, maybe she would be good for Matt. 

“Just make sure you are clear that you like her and want to get to know her.  

Don’t be vague about it and end up with a weird friendship.” 

Cal looked at her again with his same expression as before. 

She amended what she had said.  “That is, after you wait to see if you really like 

her.” 

Calvin nodded.  “And if you should actually ask her out.” 

Matt appeared to contemplate for a few moments, then he turned his attention 

back to the game.  He made the two into the side pocket off the wall.  He was getting 

better. 
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Kasey’s bed was a mess.  The room was mostly dark, bronze light streaming from 

her lamp.  Her aged paperback copy of the Aeneid lay half open on top of The Scarlet 

Letter.  Kasey sat cross-legged, with her blankets creased around her. 

Matt was gone, and she hadn’t really felt like doing homework with the guys.  

Something about it was exhausting. 

Dido was depressing.  So in love with Aeneas.  Longing for him to love her.  But 

what was she?  Nothing but a sheath for his sword.  It was a double entendre, Mr. 

Sandridge had explained, flushing crimson. 

Kasey had felt her own face burning.  But most of the guys were embarrassed too, 

blushing or laughing too hard, shocked and amused all at once.  Kasey had tried to add 

amusement to her shock. 

Is that all that women are to men?  she wondered. 

Something comforting, pleasing, designed for men.  Helpful—decorative even—

but secondary, as a sheath is to a sword. 

One day, when Calvin knew, would that change things?  Obviously it would, but 

would they be able to be friends anymore?  She paused.  To love each other anymore? 

She said it out loud.  “We do love each other.” It was a small rebellion, to think of 

it that way.  Boys don’t love each other.  Or at least, something about saying it that way 

seemed funny.  But there was something about friendship that was love. 

We’re friends. 

“A friend loves at all times.” That was in the Bible. 

I love all of them, she realized.  Dorky, quirky, handsome Matt.  Beautiful Cal, 

with his quiet eyes and gentle heart.  And Bradford, stuck-up, hilarious, dumb Bradford. 
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My family. 

In some small way, they loved her back.  She could see that. 

Maybe.   

They loved boy-Kasey. 

She was a woman with a secret.  That was why she had put down The Scarlet 

Letter.  It was too real.  Too painful. 

Not that she had committed adultery or anything. 

But Hester Prynne was alone. 

Abandoned and ostracized. 

Like me.  I put my own Scarlet Letter on myself and locked me away. 

“Oh my stars, Kasey,” she whispered.  “You’re being such a drama queen.” She 

laughed at herself.  Dark musings and prudish exclamations mixed into one confusing 

package. 

No one was there to share the laughter, and it wasn’t funny enough to last on its 

own.  She let it die away, and stared blankly at the wall. 

I just want… 

Cal. 

Kasey pushed the books off her bed as she stretched out under the covers. 

Maybe one day, when he knew who she was, he would love her. 

As a man loves a woman. 

But this thought, which had suggested itself easily into her mind, interrupted her 

reverie.  Would she become just a body? 

She shook this thought off and pictured the scene.  Maybe outside Crofton. 
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She could see a dark corner in the garden, shaded by trees away from the 

moonlight. 

She was there, sitting and crying. 

Thinking about Jim. 

But Calvin found her, and this time, she would tell him the truth. 

“What’s wrong, Kasey?” 

“You can’t tell anyone.” 

“Of course, I won’t.  I promise.” 

“I was molested last year.” 

His expression turned deeply sad. 

“Oh man, I’m so sorry.” He embraced her. 

She wrapped her arms around her extra pillow, turning it sideways. 

“It was the headmaster.” 

“Oh, Kasey, that’s terrible.” 

 

Wait, maybe she would cry when she told him. 

 

“It was the headmaster,” Kasey sobbed. 

“That’s terr—” 

 

No, that was too dramatic. 

 

“It was the headmaster,” Kasey said, all her pain and hatred bravely staunched. 
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Calvin’s eyes filled with tears.  “Oh, Kase, that’s terrible.”  

And he hugged her again, briefly and in the awkward, fast way guys hugged each 

other.  “I’m so sorry, man,” he said. 

 

Oh, this was perfect. 

 

“That’s another thing, Cal,” she said.  “I’m not a man at all—or a boy.  I’m a 

girl.” 

He raised his eyebrows in surprise.  Then he looked at her carefully and his 

expression softened.  “I can see it.” 

She smiled sadly at him and then cried a little, all the secrets finally out. 

He stepped toward her hesitantly, but she went the last bit of distance.  They 

embraced. 

Passionately. 

He let go but they still stood close to each other.  Calvin cleared his throat.  “You 

know, Kasey, I’ve always loved you as a friend, but since knowing that you’re a girl… I 

realize that I think I—” 

“Oh Cal, I love you too.” 

“I love you,” she whispered softly, romantically, her mouth pressed against the 

pillow.  She laughed then, and it bubbled up from deep inside her.  Pain ebbed away. 

There was hope. 

Life would not always be like this. 

 She sighed, tension fleeing weary muscles, and reached for the lamp. 
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What would Calvin think of this?  she wondered, still holding the pillow. 

He would probably think it was weird. 

Holding the pillow was strangely comforting.   

And she realized that it had been a long time since she’d hugged anyone. 

Being a boy was hard. 

 

 

The bus stop was empty when they got there.  Bradford laughed.   

"Girls.  They always take forever to get ready." 

Kasey leaned back and looked up at the sky.  The sky was awash with textured 

clouds.  She let it hold her for a moment, running away from the earth.  At the edge of the 

horizon there was a line of strange deep blue— like sobbing.  The kind of crying that was 

deep and healing. 

Emily appeared at the top of the hill, followed by Erica and a few others. 

"Calvin!" Erica waved at him.  He waved back, smiling a little, but Kasey couldn't 

tell if he knew what she was trying to do. 

Kasey looked back at the clouds, blue and calm and grey and violent.   

"Where should we go first?" Matt asked, unzipping the hood of his offensively 

orange windbreaker. 

The shops formed a line of mismatched boxes, different colors and sizes, like a 

row of oversized books. 

"Bakery!  All the way," Bradford shouted, taking Emily's hand and running down 

the hill. 
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They followed the snaking street along the wharf's edge.  The water reflected 

Kasey's clouds. 

Matt and Bradford crowded the small counter.  Matt stood on his tiptoes to see 

above Bradford's head. 

"I want cake," he declared. 

Bradford bought a sausage roll. 

"What are you getting, Calvin?" Erica asked.  She smiled up at him, her head 

tilted back a little too far.  She was standing too close to him. 

Why do you care?  Kasey wondered. 

"Probably a cookie." 

Kasey got a cinnamon roll. 

She bit down into it once they were outside.  It was still warm, although it would 

lose that quickly in the cold air. 

"Should we try this bookshop?" Cal asked, pointing to a door with a golden bell 

on the curved handle. 

The store was narrow but stretched back far.  Books were crammed into every bit 

of space.  Kasey pulled out her notebook and set to work sketching the shop in a poem. 

 

At the Little Bookstore 

Books on the stairs. 

The whole room is filled with falling 

On the shelves 

Onto the tables 
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On top of other books. 

Falling with dull paper thud. 

Moldering covers,  

Faded terracotta, 

Rotting green. 

Gold etched blocks of text. 

Penny novels 

Paper someone folded till it frayed away 

Dense and academic tomes 

And some books 

Well-loved 

Holding storied wisdom and 

Paper hugs for aching. 

 

When she was done, she stood up and lightly touched an anthology of Scottish 

poetry.  It lay in a sideways pile. 

She went looking for the others.  She found Cal holding a book about the 

discovery of the brain.  He finished the sentence and then looked up at her. 

"Look what I found." 

He pointed to the shelf: Poetry of Robert Frost.  Kasey opened the book, and 

found "Dust of Snow." 

Lovely. 

She turned to the front cover.   
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$12.   

Ah well.  The book went back to its place. 

"I'm going to see if the others are ready to go." She scampered off. 

Bradford was following Emily and Erica around the snaking bookcases.  Matt was 

balancing on one foot, on top of a stool, reading a copy of The Hardy Boys. 

"Which story is it?" Kasey asked.  Without looking up, Matt answered her, but 

she wasn't listening anymore.  Erica was leaving Emily, probably to go find Calvin. 

Ugh. 

Emily was still looking at the shelf in front of her.  Bradford tugged on her hand 

and turned her around.   

Emily smiled, and put her arms around him.   

He hugged her tightly, turning his mouth toward her cheek to kiss her. 

So, Emily did like him. 

"Are y'all ready to go?" Matt called, grinning.  He had seen them too. 

They jumped apart, like rats running from the beam of a flashlight. 

Bradford crossed his arms over his chest.  "I'm ready." 

Emily was already walking away.  "We can go now." 

Erica and Calvin were finished, standing at the front of the store.  They weren't 

talking, Kasey noted with some satisfaction. 
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The next day, Matt paced the basement floor.  “I don’t think Erica likes me, Cal.”  

“You’ve only known her for a few weeks,” said Kasey, watching him from the 

old armchair.  She poked her pencil through the holes in the checkered armrests. 

“If she doesn’t like you, why is that a problem?” Calvin seemed inhumanly calm. 

Matt turned and Kasey could see that he, with all his imperturbable quirkiness and 

confidence, actually looked upset. 

“It’s a problem because I’m in love with her.” He collapsed into the other 

armchair. 

“I thought your philosophy on feelings was ‘Suck it up and deal with it’?” Kasey 

was genuinely confused. 

“Erica might be changing that.” 

Calvin and Kasey looked at each other. 

Calvin remarked, “I don’t know that it’s a good cause, but it may be a good 

change.” 

 

 

That Sunday, in the afternoon, Kasey pushed past Wyland's front doors, noting 

with a smile that the paneled windows still had grotesque face prints from the junior high 

boys.  It seemed that Mr. Duffy’s lecture wasn't enough to scare them. 

The air outside had changed from the warmth of summer to a crisp chill.  It would 

be dark in an hour, she guessed.  Enough time to stay out and think.  She crossed the road 

and entered the woods. 

The sun cast gold netting onto the leaves. 
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 She ducked under a tree.   

This is where the light dies, she thought.  It seemed to her that the darkness there 

was alive, stretching out under the grasping tree limbs.  It grabbed at her, held her in 

shadow.  Her shoulders slumped. 

 The sun came out from under a cloud and sunlight seeped through the branches. 

 In the light, she saw brush and berries sprouting under trees, and tiny finches, like 

small handfuls of grey feathers, skipping between branches. 

 They cocked their heads from side to side. 

She sat still for a while, watching the little birds flitting around, then made her 

way back to the school.  The ground faded from dust to pavement.  Kasey kicked rocks 

down the road.  One ricocheted off the red brick steps.  Tomorrow was the day to read 

poems in English class. 

She had one she had decided to read. 

It was about Jim, but no one would know that. 

She was afraid of two things: 1) reading it to the class, and 2) being too afraid to 

read it to the class. 

 

 

 Regardless of her fears, the presentation came. 

 The other students went up to the front and read their poems.  Most were written 

clumsily, Kasey thought.  The boy reading his right now had written a sappy love poem.   

 “If you live without me, my darling, I die,” he concluded. 
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Kasey’s nervousness about her poem faded for a moment as she tried not to scoff 

out loud. 

The boy sat down to scattered applause, and the teacher turned to Kasey. 

“Alright, Kasey, you’re up.” 

She walked to the front of the classroom.  Her legs started shaking.  She tried to 

steady them, but it was no use.  She held the paper up in front of her, and looked only at 

it. 

 

Sharp Teeth 

When he was so cruel 

And my eyes were brimming 

With all the heat I could muster, 

I hated him. 

He would never say he was wrong 

But I know 

And I will say it 

Wrong.  Wrong. 

Here 

Where he can’t hear. 

But somehow 

He found me 

And caught me 

I froze in fear as he 
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Took me in his arms 

And rocked me 

And said, 

“You know I love you?” 

Yes? 

No? 

And I cried. 

I didn’t know what to do 

When the wolf 

Turns into a lamb. 

 

She let the last word fade away and kept her eyes on the paper until the sound 

disappeared.   

The room was silent. 

She looked up. 

The classroom clapped politely, and she could see that they didn’t understand.   

How could they, unless they knew? 

But now they all knew was that something awful had happened to her. 

Others got up and read their poems. 

Kasey didn’t hear them.  She read the lines of her poem over and over again. 

Maybe someone would talk to her about it later. 

She realized that was why she wanted to read it to the class. 

I want someone to see me.  To feel sorry for me. 
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Pathetic. 

Needy. 

She played Matt’s refrain to herself.  “You should suck it up and deal with it, 

Kasey.” 

She shoved the poem under her notebook and looked back at the speaker. 

 

 

The next morning, Kasey found the tiny windows in the shower stall dark. 

No one else took showers at five thirty in the morning. 

Just to be safe, she stepped into the curtained stall and undressed, hanging each 

item of clothing on the hook outside. 

She put her hands under the water to test the temperature.  It was warm. 

She stepped forward, enveloped in the water. 

A liquid casing— 

A cocoon— 

Somewhere to hide. 

Warm and safe, like a pile of blankets in the winter. 

She stared at the hot and cold water knobs.  The red H was missing. 

She had heard that people who were depressed tended to take longer showers, 

because the hot water could satisfy some of the desire for human contact.  Something like 

that, at least.   

She believed it.  It made sense of why she looked for reasons to take showers 

often. 
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She let the water flow over her back, imagined being held, and comforted. 

Not by a man. 

Too many ways for that to go wrong, and too scary to think about while she was 

so vulnerable. 

Maybe by a woman.  The pastor’s wife, Mrs. Weber, who always smiled at her 

and asked how she was doing.  There was sincerity behind her eyes. 

Sometimes Mrs. Weber picked up her daughter and held her in church, rubbed her 

back, cradled her close, whispered calming things, kissed her forehead. 

It was brighter outside now.  The windows turned a rosy pink. 

Kasey heard the door to the bathroom open.  She froze. 

Someone stomped in and slammed the door to a stall.  She heard the person 

breathing hard.  There were some muffled noises.  Then weeping. 

So boys did cry. 

They just did it alone. 

Like you. 

Kasey held very still, her eyes on the long lines of water coming from the 

showerhead.  She knew that whoever it was could hear her in the shower, but something 

in her didn’t want to disturb the sacred loneliness of crying in the bathroom. 

The crying faded to long, shaky breaths. 

She slowly inhaled and exhaled.  He would leave soon. 

But he started crying again. 

She realized that she wouldn’t be able to wait him out in time to miss other guys 

coming in to shower. 
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It was too late to actually wash herself.  She didn’t really need to wash anyways. 

Kasey turned off the water and attempted to dry herself.  She pulled her white 

undershirt on.  It stuck to her skin, but she persisted, finally with only socks and shoes 

left. 

The crying boy paused for a minute, and she decided to get out and put her 

footwear on later. 

As she walked hurriedly past the stalls, she couldn’t keep herself from looking at 

the closed stall.  Its occupant was wearing Spider-man pajama pants.   

Bradford.  

As the door swung shut behind her, she knew why he was crying.  How could she 

have never realized? 

But, of course, he had hidden it, as she had done.  It was a secret that demanded 

protection. 

 

 

Bradford, Emily, Matt, Calvin, Erica, and Kasey all pressed in through the wide 

entryway to Wyland, snow falling off their bundled layers. 

It was the first snow day of the semester, and thankfully it was a Saturday. 

It was Saturday, the sixth of December. 

A year since Jim’s heart attack. 

They all took their boots and coats off. 

Everyone was too tired to do anything else. 
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Kasey plopped down onto the floor by the fireplace.  There weren’t enough seats 

for everyone. 

The snow that had settled in the crease of her slacks melted in the heat of the fire, 

the tiny ice structures being softly de-created into droplets.  She stared at the writhing 

flames with a blank mind. 

Her lips moved silently, reciting the poem that she had memorized by reading it 

again and again. 

 

He would never say he was wrong 

But I know 

And I will say it 

Wrong.  Wrong. 

Here 

Where he can’t hear. 

 

Perhaps she meant for it to act as a talisman.  It created a space where she was 

seen, if only by herself. 

“Wrong.  Wrong,” she repeated.  And then she couldn’t take it anymore.  Tears 

started flowing.  Silently. 

She felt herself melting inside.  It was too late. 

The crying became louder.  She covered her face, now hating the feeling of eyes 

on her. 

“Are you ok, Kasey?” It was Cal’s voice, soft and tentative. 
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“I’m alright.” 

But she kept crying. 

She opened her eyes for a moment and caught a glimpse of Bradford.  He was 

staring at the fire, his brow set. 

She closed her eyes again. 

The others became more silent than they had been before.  Then, she heard 

someone coming toward her.  The person sat down next to her, put an arm around her. 

“Hey.” 

It was Matt. 

“Hey,” she sniffled and wiped her nose.  “I should suck it up, huh,” she laughed a 

little. 

“No.” 

She turned to look at him, and he pulled her into a hug.  She hugged him back and 

let herself cry, releasing the tension in her body. 

“It’s gonna be ok, Kasey.” 
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APPENDIX A 

 

On the Construction of the Story 

 

 

When it comes to research, the creative thesis is different because it is not looking 

for things to use directly, but rather looking at content, technique, and craft for 

inspiration.  I read several works of poetry for this project, and all were helpful in 

learning more about good poetry writing, but also helpful for writing poetic prose.  I also 

read several short stories, with different techniques showcased.  Some centered on a 

single location, scene, or event.  Others dealt with subtle, emotional topics—my favorite.  

These sources infused and flavored the final project but could hardly be considered direct 

ingredients. 

Much of my inspiration was taken from Katherine Mansfield, who writes 

compassionate, focused short stories.  Dorothy Sayers, with her clear intelligence, neat 

exposition, and classically informed texts, influenced my style and subject matter.  Jane 

Austen influenced this piece as well, in smaller ways, with her wit, subtlety, and 

unmodern expositional style. 

For the plot itself, A Separate Peace blazed the way partially, with its school 

setting and tragedy.  My lifelong affection for Peter Weir’s film, Dead Poets Society, and 

S.E. Hinton’s novel, The Outsiders inevitably influenced the plot.  Both focus on male 

friendship and poetry, exploring the complexities of emotion, pain, and trial. 

I took inspiration from C.S.  Lewis’ imaginative world of Malacandra, from the 

Narnia series, as well as from his intelligent, charming, conversational style of writing.  
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With the influence of poetry, many books, and love for art in general, I had a strong 

desire to create a multi-layered piece informed and infused with different types of media, 

to create a richer and fuller result. 

To give my characters depth and realism, I based them off real people—as a 

starting point.  This provided a sort of template for character traits, interactions with 

others, the way characters would initially present themselves, and so on.  From there, the 

characters could evolve based on their interactions with the unique setting, situation, and 

other elements of the story. 

Initially, I wanted to focus on change, particularly as it can be captured and laid 

out for careful analysis in a story.  This was a desire deeply informed by change that 

occurred for me throughout my years in college, particularly seeing the evolution of 

groups of friends and of friendship itself.  To complement the story, I wanted to create 

poems that ruminated on that theme as well.  

Male friendship, particularly between two boys as my main characters, was 

another appealing focus.  This idea called back to Dead Poets Society and A Separate 

Peace.  Male friendship is particularly interesting to me with societal expectations that it 

will consist entirely of talking about sports, women (as sexual objects), and maybe beer.  

To have the story take place in a boarding school would make a close friendship more 

likely to occur.  However, it became clear to me that I was not equipped to write a story 

just about that, since much of my experience of such friendships came from my 

perspective as a woman. 

Thus, the most distinctive part of my story emerged.  For much of my life, I have 

wrestled with my identity as a woman, not in current cultural terms of sexual identity, but 
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in attempting to fit into the reductive conceptions our misogynistic culture has about men 

and women.  In my childhood, I felt sometimes that I should have been a boy because of 

the strength that I felt I had and wanted to have.  This was, for me, hardly a transgender 

crisis—hence my benign treatment of the cross-dressing element of my story—but was 

merely the start of a lifetime of seeking to understand my identity.  

As I grew into a teen, I had contradictory feelings.  Where I felt delicate and 

elegant, I pressed in to the Protestant ideal of a meek, sensitive, and quiet woman.  Where 

I was loud, aggressive, and masterful, I felt that those parts of me were male, in some 

sense.  My upfront conception of myself was as the perfect ‘biblical’ woman, and where 

there was dissonance with my louder, more aggressive aspects, I did not allow these 

separate ideas to come into contact with each other inside my mind.  Instead, in those 

times, I saw myself as just a person, not a bad female.  In many moments, I cultivated 

these strengths as feminist. 

This had profound effects on my path in college as I cultivated friendships with 

boys by using my extroverted, aggressive, ‘male’ side.  At the same time, I saw myself as 

deeply, simplistically feminine, particularly where I associated vulnerability and need 

with femininity.  It was not until after my junior year that I had a profound ‘conversion’ 

experience, where I no longer saw my traditional view of women as correct.   

I became an egalitarian, and saw where my views on masculinity and femininity 

had been reductive, sexist, and dehumanizing to others and to myself.  This experience 

pushed me to keep the male friendship aspect of the story, but with a twist of a girl who 

feels insecure in her femininity, who needs to be ‘male’ in some sense to achieve what 

she wants.  Thus, Kasey, with her ambiguous name, came into being—a girl pretending 
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to be a boy.  The resolution I envisioned for this story consisted of Kasey discovering the 

value she held as a human being, and finding that being a human of the female sort did 

not make her less valuable than a man. 

With the added element of the teacher who is sexually abusing students, I felt that 

the natural conflict of the story would center on fighting/exposing his crimes.  With many 

real-life examples of this crime happening and being covered up, there was plenty of 

room for conflict in the story.  However, making the story center on this, while logical, 

meant that I would need to extensively navigate scenes of abuse.  For me, this was out of 

the question.  My interest in including the abusive teacher element stemmed from a desire 

to confront things that have happened to those close to me, but my interaction with sexual 

abuse has been in dealing with the aftermath. 

Additionally, making the arc of the story resolve with a dramatic confrontation 

with the teacher would have created a simplistic resolution for a complicated issue.  The 

problems of sexual assault do not go away when justice is served to an abuser, and most 

often, abusers get away with their abuse.  I needed another story arc. 

Mistakes I made along the way helped guide me to practical ways to make the 

story successful, and helped me find a good focus and arc for the story.  In early drafts, 

the writing tended to be extremely direct, simply stating outright what the characters felt 

and why.  I knew I wanted to include at least one other character besides Kasey who had 

been abused by the headmaster.  To reveal this detail, I created a scene where Bradford, 

having heard what happened to Kasey via Calvin, pulls her aside and confesses what 

happened to him, in very frank terms.  Not only was this unrealistic, it removed a chance 

to subtly reveal these important details.  Rejecting the directness of the first approach, I 
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had to think of a way to indirectly let the reader in on the fact that something was wrong, 

and I came up with the scene where Bradford is questioned about his virginity.  Being 

forced off the other path brought me to a scene that gets at something that is deeply 

painful for survivors of sexual abuse, even though our sex-obsessed culture often ignores 

such considerations.  I would not have explored it otherwise. 

In very early drafts, I included a character named Eric, whose name later ended up 

attached to the other character, Erica.  Recalling an admonition to keep the number of 

characters low, since lots of names are hard to keep track of, I evaluated his usefulness.  

His character was superfluous—there was no need for him to be in any of the scenes.  

There was nothing he was accomplishing that the other characters could not do.  I cut his 

character from the story, and realized that it was important for everything in the story to 

have a purpose.  Every scene, sentence, character, location—all should construct 

something, otherwise, including them in the story is arbitrary. 

As the story grew, I found I had difficulty fully visualizing what I was writing 

about.  It seemed dark and undefined.  I realized that in writing prose, I did not feel 

compelled to focus on details as I did in poetry.  To rectify this, I decided to write poems 

for things that needed more detail in my story.  One poem helped create a more detailed 

paragraph, with lines of free verse that easily converted to prose.  Kasey’s character 

seemed especially vague, so I wrote another poem about her to try to ground her 

character. 

 

Kasey 

Soft and frozen bud 
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Waiting to blossom, 

Crushed, pressed, and cold, 

Wait in the dark. 

Wait, little one. 

The crisp and gnarled casing 

Will fall away soon. 

Nursed in cold, violence, and death, 

Loveliness will bloom. 

It was in the seed all along. 

 

 

It was helpful to have compassion for the characters about which I was writing.  Writing 

the poem helped me gather vision for the Kasey’s soul, and unify her personality and arc.  

Compassion enabled me to place myself in her shoes, and I found what she had been 

missing.  I had avoided thinking from Kasey’s perspective because she experienced 

hardship I never had.  However, when I finally allowed myself to think from her 

perspective, her character became real, animated by my own soul. 

 Details became even more important as I continued writing.  One of the lessons I 

had gleaned from the poetry I read for the project was that focusing on an unimportant 

detail allows for the exploration of more important, deeper ideas in the periphery.  This 

strategy has an elegance that direct exploration cannot provide.  I wrote poetry early on in 

the process using this newfound strategy: 
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Tourist 

 

After going to Scotland, 

And France, 

I’m back in Texas, 

Eating brisket. 

I realize this is part of my culture. 

That if I was a tourist here, 

I would eat this meal 

For the experience, 

Sawing through tense meat, 

Dipping it into warm sauce, 

Saying to myself, 

‘So this is what it’s like.’ 

 

 

This strategy was not, I found, exclusive to poetry.  Kasey’s meditation on the double 

entendre in the Aeneid led to deep questions about misogyny and the possibility of 

friendship between men and women. 

Various factors or scenes in the story can set the stage for important questions and 

explorations.  Having Kasey’s character as a girl pretending to be a boy allowed for a lot 

of interesting situations, with the potential for exploring male friendships, from a 

confused female perspective, which lent an overall human perspective.  There was also 

the potential for exploring the value of male-female friendships.  Culture tends to tell us 

that men and women cannot be friends.  Allowing Kasey to develop friendships with the 
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boys in her school meant that she could conduct apparently non-sexual male-female 

friendships, since they appeared to the other characters as male-male friendships. 

Crofton, the girls’ school, forced Kasey to wrestle with her femininity from a new 

perspective, as she had to confront the existence of gender, something she could avoid 

when there were only boys around, and she played her part.  With other girls present, 

Kasey had to face the fact that she was denying a belonging and identity that was 

properly hers. 

The abuse committed by Headmaster Beach opened the issue of the evils of 

sexual abuse.  I mentioned before that I wanted to include other students as victims, and 

choosing Bradford facilitated a storyline that is unusual and interesting.  Our culture 

rarely thinks of strong males as victims of sexual abuse, and yet it happens.1 There is 

stigma for female victims, but the disbelief many bear toward male victims may make 

their stigma even worse.  I wanted to show that the effects of misogyny hurt both women 

and men. 

The headmaster’s death before the start of the story not only removed the need to 

focus on the abuse directly, but it also opened the way for contemplation of justice.  If an 

abuser receives punishment from the government, it seems that justice has been served, 

but what closure can come when the abuser dies before his victims can come to terms 

with what happened?  Where is justice fulfilled in that case?  These questions inevitably 

lead to the question of healing. 

Calvin’s character served as a companion for Kasey’s character, and she 

mistakenly thought that if he fell in love with her, her problems would be solved.  This 

                                                      
1 See RAINN’S web article “Victims of Sexual Violence: Statistics” 
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obviously simplistic solution that she bought into opened the way for the discovery of her 

real need: agape love.  Kasey is invisible in certain important ways, especially where she 

holds two deep secrets about her identity.  Those secrets press to be let out, and her pain 

demands to be seen and ameliorated.  Calvin sweeping Kasey off her feet would bring 

some healing, but overall, Kasey needs deep connection.  Thus, the story concludes with 

someone seeing her and comforting her: Matt. 

Writing this story has been a deeply rewarding experience, especially as it has 

helped me face real evils that have happened in my own life.  I hope that it prompts 

growth in truth, beauty, and goodness for all who read it. 
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APPENDIX B 

 

A Reflection on the Value of Creative Writing 

 

 

Creative writing has unique affordances.  It can imitate reality, as most art does, 

but in a uniquely vivid way.  It simulates human consciousness by recording thought 

processes, oftentimes showing the evolution of thoughts, where an argumentative paper 

would quickly move to the final piece.  This simulation also allows for the recreation and 

editing of real people, with notable characteristics, ways of speaking, and reasoning laid 

out on the page and brought to life. 

Fictional prose story-telling particularly facilitates a complex simulation of real 

life.  The writer invents locations, gives them depth and realism.  The terrain of the story 

may have varied characteristics, as real terrain does, with different meanings associated 

with and imputed by the story’s characters and by the readers.  There can be mythologies 

and politics, economic booms or hardships.  Life can evolve over the background of the 

location, with one meaning for one set of characters, and another for a different set.  The 

change can cover people and time, just as real life does.   

The writer places characters in the location, culled from the imagination and 

formed perhaps in the likeness of someone real, or perhaps formed as an abstracted mix 

of traits.  Characters can be given every layer that real people have, richly conceived and 

dynamic.  Every factor in real life can be imitated, replicated, shaped.  Of course, life is 

deeply complex, and imitating it well is a difficult task.  There is the very real possibility 

of a created story being unrealistic and garish, a poor portrait of life—just rudimentary 
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components jumbled together and out of place.  Lines, colors, shapes discernible as a 

picture of something real, but failing in goodness.  Story-telling, then, requires 

competence and skill. 

Because it facilitates a simulation of real life, creative writing creates a low-cost 

exploration of questions without real-life consequences.  Writer and reader alike can 

glean lessons from pain, suffering, and death without any evil really happening.  We can 

explore the conclusions a philosophy would lead us towards, before committing to it.  

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice shows the result of Charlotte Lucas’ marriage 

philosophy (“I ask only a comfortable home”).1 She ends up in a comfortable home with 

a ridiculous man.  This capacity for vivid illustration of truth is why stories are excellent 

tools for teaching.   

Creative writing also creates space for processing real-life events from a distance.  

Tragedy, trauma, and questions can be difficult to face directly.  Dorothy Sayers, 

acquainted with the traumas of World War I through her husband, a veteran, gives her 

main character psychological war wounds that interfere with his life post-war.2 There is 

room to contemplate the scope and magnitude of the real suffering cushioned by the 

distance of the unreality of the story.  J.R.R.  Tolkien also bore the scars of the first 

World War, and the pains and agonies of war made their way into his fantastic world, 

despite its removal from our own world.  His experience inspired the Dead Marshes that 

Frodo and Sam encounter on their way to Mordor.3 

                                                      
1 See Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, chapter 22. 
2 See Sayers’ The Unpleasantness at the Bellona Club. 
3 Consult “The shell-shocked hobbit: the First World War and Tolkien's trauma of the Ring” by Michael 

Livingstone for further reading. 
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Creative writing, then, is a means of finding truth and beauty.  There are several 

truth-revealing elements in a story: the characters, the setting, the events taking place, and 

the reaction to and commentary on those events by the characters.  As stories unfold, 

readers are in a place to evaluate whether these elements are realistic.  This does not 

mean everything in the story must be just as real life is—fantasy worlds can be wonderful 

truth-tellers—but rather the reader evaluates whether the story is realistic and consistent, 

given its parameters.   

If the story is unrealistic, this can prompt reflection on the meaning.  The lack of 

realism in Orson Scott Card’s Speaker for the Dead forces the reader to think about what 

it means for real life.  It rings true even where it seems to be opining about the rights of 

an intelligent alien race.  We know of no alien species today, so what is it about treating 

them with respect that is so poignant and important?  But the point becomes clear when 

the principle is extracted and applied to our own world.  We often look at different 

humans as unequal and less intelligent because they seem alien.   

Card’s argument on this point is more elegantly constructed because it is not 

spelled out as an argument.  He brings readers into the alien world, introduces them to the 

aliens’ culture and ways of speaking, and shows readers the ways that the humans around 

them treat them.  Because readers are told that the aliens in the story look like pigs, the 

literal fences erected between humans and aliens do not initially seem wrong.  We bring 

in assumptions about keeping animals behind fences that we apply to a creature we are 

told looks porcine but is shown to have the ability to think and speak like us. The reader 

does not hear an argument and become convinced; he experiences the case and discovers 

his error. 
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The unreality of the story can be an artistic choice.  In Out of the Silent Planet, 

C.S.  Lewis takes the readers to Mars, although we are told her true name is Malacandra.  

Even though we know that his lush description of the terrain and lifeforms there is not 

true, the complexity of the ecosystem described is beautiful.  There is diversity and unity 

among three alien species, all living in a world tainted by sin, as our world is, but with 

less darkness.  The reader is forced to contemplate the consequences of human 

interference on the planet, as their evil intentions bring death to the planet.  Malacandra, 

as described, does not exist, but the story is real enough to show the beauty of another 

world, with its strange creatures, soil, and vegetation.  In turn, we can see that beauty in 

our own world.  Distorted mirrors help highlight something true about us. 

Other times, a lack of realism in a story is indicative of the strange excesses, 

obsessions, or close-mindedness of human nature.  James Cameron’s Avatar was lauded 

for its visual beauty, but the story formed a clumsy casing for an argument about 

protecting our planet.4 It is not that the argument is wrong, but the blatancy of the attempt 

to influence audiences’ emotions in support of the argument made for poor art. 

Bad art occurs when creativity fails to honor truth.  This can happen through poor 

craftsmanship or when the work is twisted into showing good as evil or evil as good.  

Poor craftsmanship abounds in our world.  Characters in Suzanne Collins’ famous young 

adult Hunger Games series fall in and out of love for no convincing reason.  What 

happens happens simply because the author divinely commands, and it is so.  This move 

does not attempt to show evil as good, but it does fail to honor the truth of the love that 

men and women can bear toward one another. 

                                                      
4 For further reading, see The Telegraph’s article “James Cameron Says Avatar a Message to Stop 

Damaging Environment.” 
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When a story is realistic, the reader can contemplate the truth, beauty, and/or 

goodness of what is shown and then think more deeply about goodness in our world.  

S.E.  Hinton’s The Outsiders paints a sobering picture of life for the “Greasers” in a town 

in the 1960s. Readers watch the motion of violence between two rival groups: the 

Greasers and the Socs.  The violence against the Greasers is realistic, although clearly 

unjust.  Then, in the climactic moment of the novel, the main character kills a Soc to 

protect himself and his friend.5 Readers can see the injustice of what the characters were 

pushed to do, while seeing the goodness of his desire to help his friend.   

The actions or reactions of the characters in the story ought to guide the reader 

toward contemplation of truth.  Whether they do good or evil, readers can still reach for 

and find truth.  Nowhere is this clearer than in the Bible, with its many creatively 

constructed stories, both fiction and non-fiction.  Isaac and Rebekah pick favorite 

children, and though this action is not explicitly condemned by the text, it is shown to be 

evil in the consequences it yields.6 Nicodemus reacts to Jesus’ strange words with 

disbelief and mockery, understandable to any reader contemplating the outlandishness of 

the apparent meaning of Jesus’ command to be born again.7 Yet his reaction reveals 

something about his character, and becomes clearly wrong once the reader understands 

what Jesus means.  At this point, having been let in on the cosmic joke, we see 

Nicodemus’ error, and realize that beyond failing to understand Jesus, we can hear His 

words with ears sealed by disbelief. 

                                                      
5 See The Outsiders, chapter 4. 
6 See Genesis 25. 
7 See John 3. 
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Seeing realistic actions and reactions helps readers understand human nature 

better.  This means we can reach out to and connect with others more compassionately.  

And in learning truth about others, we can learn truth about ourselves, seeing our own 

flaws and goodness more clearly, and seeking true goodness. 

Creative writing, therefore, is an effective means to discover truth, but it is also a 

way to create something beautiful.  Well-executed writing exhibits beauty in the delicacy 

of poetry and prose, in the aptness of words and imagery, and above all in its ability to 

capture truth well.  As a Christian, truth is not something dry and utilitarian.  Truth is a 

person, and He deserves our adoration.8  

So, writing is not simply useful, it is also good and beautiful.  The act of writing 

creatively is a way of imitating Him.  After all, God created our world, the ultimate 

inspiration for the creations of human writers.  Unlike Him, we cannot create ex nihilo; 

we can only imitate Him.  Writing can also imitate Him in its excellence, and in the 

showing of truth.  When Christ walked our earth, He spoke truth as stories many times.  

He showed the way for all stories.   

Even where evil or ugly things are shown, creative writing can be beautiful.  It 

can do this by showing truth, and by revealing the antidote to evil, either overtly or not.  

Even just feeling compassion for a character who has been wronged reveals truth.  Evil is 

deeply, deeply wrong, and love is the antidote.  This is the greatest truth of the Gospel.  It 

was writ large at Calvary, and when we look deeper into the minutiae of life we see it 

written again and again in our own personal stories, much like a fractal. 

                                                      
8 See John 14:6. 
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Stories are effective at conveying messages and are helpful in seeing truth.  

Further than this, they allow for imitation of the Divine.  Both reader and writer alike can 

experience truth, goodness, and beauty in a unique way through stories. 
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	No One Saw

	Classes blended together the next day.
	Kasey deposited her books on her desk.
	Matt wasn’t back yet.  The door was closed, and she looked at the cream-colored wall.  The tension in her face ebbed away.  She had been holding a small smile and hadn’t even realized it.
	She sank down onto the bed and pulled out her notebook, words swirling in her mind.  Pen set against paper.
	“It’s hard to know what’s real when you can’t show it to anyone else.  Will you even remember to show it to yourself?”
	She paused and turned the page.
	Iron, Like Death

	It feels like my heart
	Has turned cold.
	My blood has shuddered to iron,
	And metal, cold and dead,
	Webs through my whole body,
	Weighing down my arms,
	My legs, my head.
	Maybe it’s not iron, like death.
	Maybe it’s just death.
	Someone knocked on her door.
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	The sun cast gold netting onto the leaves.
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